Managing search complexity in linguistic geometry.
This paper is a new step in the development of linguistic geometry. This formal theory is intended to discover and generalize the inner properties of human expert heuristics, which have been successful in a certain class of complex control systems, and apply them to different systems. In this paper, we investigate heuristics extracted in the form of hierarchical networks of planning paths of autonomous agents. Employing linguistic geometry tools the dynamic hierarchy of networks is represented as a hierarchy of formal attribute languages. The main ideas of this methodology are shown in the paper on two pilot examples of the solution of complex optimization problems. The first example is a problem of strategic planning for the air combat, in which concurrent actions of four vehicles are simulated as serial interleaving moves. The second example is a problem of strategic planning for the space comb of eight autonomous vehicles (with interleaving moves) that requires generation of the search tree of the depth 25 with the branching factor 30. This is beyond the capabilities of modern and conceivable future computers (employing conventional approaches). In both examples the linguistic geometry tools showed deep and highly selective searches in comparison with conventional search algorithms. For the first example a sketch of the proof of optimality of the solution is considered.